In this paper a new fractal image compression algorithm is proposed in which the time of encoding process is considerably reduced. The algorithm exploits a domain pool reduction approach, along with using innovative predefined values for contrast scaling factor, S, instead of searching it across [0, 1] . Only the domain blocks with entropy greater than a threshold are considered as domain pool. As a novel point, it is assumed that in each step of the encoding process, the domain block with small enough distance shall be found only for the range blocks with low activity (equivalently low entropy). This novel point is used to find reasonable estimations of S, and use them in the encoding process as predefined values, mentioned above, the remaining range blocks are split into four new smaller range blocks and the algorithm must be iterated for them, considered as the other step of encoding process.
Introduction
Fractal image compression is widely used in image processing applications such as image signature [1] , texture segmentation [2, 3] , feature extraction [4] , image retrievals [5, 6] and MR, ECG image processing [7, 8, 9] . The interesting advantages of the fractal compression are fast image reconstruction and high compression ratio. Another advantage of fractal image compression is its multi-resolution property, i.e. an image can be decoded at higher or lower resolutions than the original, and it is possible to "zoom-in" on sections of the image [10] . These properties made it very suitable for multimedia applications, so that it was used by Microsoft to compress thousands of images in its multimedia encyclopedia [7] . In spite of all above advantages, fractal image coding suffers from long encoding time that still is its main drawback. This long [12] . Thus focus of researches is to reduce the encoding time. Several methods have been proposed to overcome this problem. One of the common ways is the classification of blocks in a number of distinct sets where range and domain blocks of the same set are selected for matching, Here the encoding time is saved at cost of losing the quality. The Fisher classification method can be addressed as a good example [1, 10, 11] .
Reducing the size of domain pool is another method that has been done in different ways, in some researches domain blocks with small variance [4] and in some others domain blocks with small entropy were deleted from domain pool [12] . Another approach covers the hybrid methods that use spatial domain and frequency domain information to compress images [19, 20] . In addition to the size of domain pool, the computational cost of matching a range block and a domain block has an important role in encoding time.
We reduced this cost by estimating the approximate optimum values for contrast scaling factor, S, instead of searching for it. Combining these two novel points, we propose a new fractal image coding that have considerable shorter encoding time than the last fast algorithm [12] . The rest of the paper is as follows, section 2 introduce a brief description of the fractal image coding. The proposed algorithm is presented in section 3. In section 4 the experiments and the results are presented and compared with the last algorithm.
Finally in section 5 conclusions are presented and some future works are addressed.
Fractal Image Coding: A Brief Review
At the first step in fractal coding the in hand image is partitioned into none overlapping range blocks of size
B B 
where, B is a predefined parameter [5, 6, 13] . , both with n pixels is defined as follows:
The minimum of the above objective function occurs when the partial derivatives with respect to S and O are zero. Solving these two resulting equations will give the best coefficient S and O as follows [14] : respectively, that leaves a four step algorithm. In each step, a threshold of mapping error determines that the in hand range block must be encoded in current step or split and encoded in the next steps. In a four steps algorithm there are 3 thresholds for the three first steps, the range blocks of the last step are all in size of 2 2  that splitting them to smaller range blocks leaves four single pixels that never have any benefit, so at this step the mappings are done anyway and the best transformations found are stored. Figure 1 
The proposed algorithm
The The entropy is defined as equation (6) On the other hand high entropy blocks may cover all range blocks. To cover low entropy rang blocks we can simply reduce information of the domain blocks.
The effect of pool size
To 
The effect of pool size on the s
As mentioned above, we did our experiments with domain pool of size 256, 64 and 32. Figure 6 Values to do matching. How much pool size is small then the histogram be of s will be shifted left and thus restriction s to one or two distinct values will create lesser error. Thus it seems that for small domain pool our algorithm works better than entropy based algorithm [12] .
Data structure
In matching a domain and a range block, the mean value of range block is directly stored and we use only s and the transformation. Here indeed we don't use equation (3) and this is a bit difference between our algorithm and the traditional forms. Figure 7 shows the associated data of a range block that is stored as compressed data.
As shown above data of each range block consist of 5 fields; field 1 is the step number in which the block was coded and has 2 bit (the algorithm has four steps), the second field is the mean value of the range block, O, with 8 bits (0 to 255). Field 3 is 3 bit long and represents the isometric transformations (rotate and mirror). X bits for the address of associating domain block. X is given as follows, 
Experiments and results
We Tables 2 and 3 show also another 
comparison between the entropy based algorithm and the proposed algorithm for different pool sizes but this time for lower PSNR values. Table 2 shows the results for entropy based algorithm.
As shown and would be expected, increasing the pool size causes compression and PSNR both are increased and also the time of encoding is raised. Comparing the two algorithms in different experiments one can simply see that the proposed algorithm is better especially in encoding time which is less than 50% of another. To have good perception of proposed algorithm the results for three other familiar images are presented in tables 4, 5 and 6. At last for more insight on the efficiency of the algorithm, the PSNR of the algorithm is plotted versus compression ratio and is compared with the no search algorithm. 
Conclusions and future works
In this paper we presented a new method for fractal Original Image
